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Hello

Please find attached my written objection to the proposed Local Plan for Warrington.

Many thanks

Ann Broughton




Objection to the Warrington Local Plan (Consultation)  


 


I am writing to express my objection to the proposed Local Plan for Warrington and I wish to strongly 


object to this plan as I believe it is unrealistic, unachievable, damaging to the area in an array of ways 


and largely providing zero benefit to the people of Warrington and Warrington South in particular.  


The grounds for my objection are as follows: 


 GREENBELT  


• The Green Belt boundary was only confirmed 5 years ago in a plan that was supposed to be 


good for 20 years. This must call in question any plan now suggesting it has a currency of 20 


years. The loss of approximately 600 acres of Green Belt is simply not justified. 


• The Plan reduces Warrington's Green Belt by 11% and almost all the land targeted is in South 


Warrington. As a result, it impacts on the rural/ semi-rural parishes Appleton, Grappenhall, 


Stretton, Walton and Moore is considerable and too onerous.  


• The Council should look more carefully at brownfield sites in the town, rather than the easy 


option of using Green Belt land. Fiddler’s Ferry, in particular should be considered prior to any 


other greenbelt areas. 


• The environmental and ecological impact of the loss of Green Belt has not been adequately 


considered and investigated.  


• The proposed Garden Suburb in Grappenhall will result in a huge loss of Green Belt. 4200 


dwellings would be on Green Belt and there would also be giant warehousing facilities. This will 


fundamentally and irrevocably change the character of a whole area but with little economic or 


social gain for doing so.  


HOUSING  


• Around 5000 new homes in total would be built in the 'Garden Suburb' to the south east of the 


Borough, up to 2037, with the potential for 2300 more homes beyond this date.  


• An urban extension to the south west would provide a further 1600 homes at Walton which 


would triple in size of the village. 


• Fiddler’s Ferry is now a vast and available brown field site which could accommodate housing 


and save the need for further encroachment onto green field sites. 


• Most of the new housing will not be affordable for local people, as developers would only be 


required to build a maximum of 30% affordable homes which is not enough.  Developers will 


invariable fight to reduce this figure as they already do with every development they propose. 


• Workers at the warehouses and distribution centres (the suggested economic. engine) will 


almost certainly have to commute from outside the area as they will not be able to afford to live 


locally – so with little economic benefit to the community, but with significant impact to roads, 


congestion, pollution. 


• New homes in the south would also be too far from both our railway stations, meaning 


massively more car traffic through an already congested town centre. 


• Michael Gove has announced a ‘complete rethink’ of the government’s planning reform 


proposals with an emphasis on protecting our greenspaces, towns and villages. 







 


INFRASTRUCTURE  


• There is no new route into town from the South East and the Plan still relies on the three, 


Victorian swing bridges to traverse the Canal. Peel Holdings own these and has forever refused 


to properly maintain them. 


• The Infrastructure Delivery Plan is dependent on already overstretched roads and bridges and 


there is no confidence that the infrastructure needed can, or will, be delivered either in the 


main settlements or the smaller outlying ones, like Lymm.  


• This local plan makes no meaningful connection with the integrated dynamics between health, 


education and economic growth. There is no serious plan for provision of key services including 


health and education. Indeed, the CCG for Warrington is already significantly underfunded when 


compared with other parts of the country. – and work of the health and wellbeing board 


identifies that health demand can only grow for demographic reasons. 


• It is encouraging that the Council is supportive of a new hospital, but that is at least a decade 


away with no site and no means to fund it now; and with the old facility already overstretched.  


CONGESTION AND POLLUTION CONCERNS 


• The environmental and ecological impact of the loss of Green Belt has not been concerned 


properly in this plan. 


• The development proposed does nothing to ease existing problems of traffic congestion and air 


quality and can only make things worse.  Various air quality studies around the Warrington area 


have already indicated high air pollution levels on main road routes leading to and from the 


motorway network from town. 


• There are already huge issues in terms of environmental challenges in these villages and 


surrounding area. These are major access routes to the Town from the M6/ M56/M62 when 


Warrington itself becomes a virtual car park with vast numbers of cars crawling through the 


villages and town to avoid the motorway traffic issues ( accidents etc).  It is horrendous now, but 


will be unbearable horrendous if all this housing and development is allowed to happen. 


 


MY CONCLUSIONS 


• The current plan is overly ambitious, unnecessary and will not be achievable.  I believe the 


negative impacts far outweigh any benefits the council believe are possible. 


• The housing numbers which drive it are unrealistic, and should be based on realistic projections 


based on practical, achievable results which have demonstrable positive benefits to the area 


and town, instead of simply pushing an unrealistic and clearly flawed agenda.  


• Details of the plans for roads are very vague. The only firm proposal is for a new wide dual 


carriageway strategic road running parallel to the M56 linking Barley Castle industrial estate to 


Junction 10. This is likely to become a racetrack for lorries, doing nothing to support the 


proposed new housing. Specifically, there is nothing planned to improve the A49 as it goes north 


from the M56.  







• There is no definitive proposal for how the residents of South Warrington will get into town, 


either by building a new road or public transport.  


• The Plan does not demonstrate what the ‘very special circumstances’ are for development in the 


Green Belt. There is no consideration for recent changes  - Fiddlers Ferry land being available. 


• The most likely outcome is that many houses will be built on Green Belt, but the supporting 


infrastructure will not be delivered.  


• We risk our Green Belt being sacrificed for the sake of an unrealistic plan.  There seems to be a 


set agenda of growing Warrington into a city.  That might serve the council in council tax 


receipts but it doesn’t help Warrington to be a pleasant, healthy, less polluted place to live, with 


good infrastructure, good and flowing transportation routes and good services/infrastructure.  


This plan addresses none of that! 


• The surrounding villages in the South would disappear and merge into one mass urban sprawl.  


Already they are overly congested with the various additional new housing introduced in recent 


years.  The doctor’s surgeries are now full, there is now regular issues with large numbers of 


teens congregating in the village and making it uncomfortable for others to enjoy village life.   


I’m not a NIMBY, but what is proposed is simply insane, unmanageable and something I am 


totally against for the reasons I set out above.   


 


Mrs Ann Broughton 








